Overview
The massive amounts of time-varying datasets being generated demand new visualization and quantification techniques. Visualization alone is not sufficient. Without proper measurement information/computations real science cannot be done. Our efforts have always been to combine visualization with quantification of the data to allow for advanced querying and searching, which is the only way to handle massive databases to obtain new qualitative understanding of observed phenomena and to model quantitatively these observations. In our work, we show how quantification computations can improve the rendering and provide more meaningful visualizations without a significant cost in performance and processing time. Our focus has been on identifying and extracting features, quantifying and tracking them in time-varying simulations. Our research has been successful in presenting a new approach to the simulation and visualization community in visualizing data using feature tracking. This approach is of interest to DOE labs (Sandia, PPPL) and has been getting increased attention in the visualization conferences (by us and other researchers).
As part of this work we have used the projection of data to lower dimensions as a key to internalizing new ideas. This significantly reduces the amount of data to visualize and allows scientists to formulate reduced models to explain the behavior of coherent regions and their interaction with more diffuse statistical domains. Our research thrusts can be divided into two main areas, (a) Improving and enhancing feature extraction and tracking and (b) examining new configurations and reduced modeling of accelerated inhomogeneous flows (AIFs).
Overall Accomplishments 1998-2002
Visualization: Feature Extraction and Tracking (1998) (1999) We have completed the general implementation of feature extraction and tracking which operates on both structured and unstructured datasets. Our feature extraction and tracking environment is able to isolate thresholded regions from a 2D or 3D dataset and follow each region through all the timesteps, keeping track of various measurements as the feature evolves. The new program is general in that it uses linked lists and a merge-sort type algorithm to perform tracking. We have also significantly improved the run-time of the program from the previous version (Silver+Wang, 1997 • (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) We have designed and implemented a distributed version of the feature extraction code using MPI. Details of the algorithm are described in the next section. Three different algorithms were implemented. A distributed feature tracking program was also implemented. We have also begun implementing an AMR version of the algorithm to integrate fully with an ongoing simulation.
•
• (2000) (2001) We have redesigned the user-interface, creating a stand alone interface written in Vtk to be more accessible to the Sandia Laboratories, and creating three new modes-of-operation within AVS and AVS express to make the code more accessible to both distributed and single processor implementation. Details are described in the next section.
• ( • (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) We developed a skeletonization algorithm to characterize 3D features (one of the many quantifications which are attached to the feature extraction process). The skeletonization algorithm has many other applications including reduced modeling, shape matching, shape registration and animation. We have used the skeletonization to characterize centerlines in hydrothermal plumes, to reshape volumetric datasets, to animate volumetric datasets, and to characterize volumetric shapes for future analysis.
AIF & Visiometrics
• (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) We have identified the deposition ofvorticity in single and double layers by various baroclinic processes including shock triple points and the emergence of vortex projectiles as the essential phenomena in AIF coherent structure, turbulence and species mixing evolution.. We have validated simulations by comparing with experiment and with other types of computer codes, including self-similar numerical solutions. Finally we are developing quantitative and reduced computer models that allow validation of simulations, robust prediction and design
• (1998-1999) Ray, Zabusky & Samtaney modeled the deposition ofvorticity on elliptic cylinders, including early breakthrough of transmitted shocks.
• (1999-2001) Ray, Kotelnikov, Gulak and Zabusky have modeled the early time growth of RM shock driven and ideal incompressible instabilities with compressible and incompressible codes.
Comparisons with the dropped and reaccelerated tank gave good agreement. We introduced the concept of the time at which the interface becomes multivalued, as a prime quantification variable, and the width of the interface at this time.
• (1999-01) Samtaney and Zabusky developed an extraction technique for high gradient domains in 2D (shocks and contact layers) which uses a skeleton of the Lapalacian of density (numerical shadowgraph) or vorticity. Shocks are separated from contact layers by providing tests for pressure jumps. Samtaney has generalized this algorithm to 3D, and we are in the process of using our 3D feature extraction and tracking techniques to analyze this data.
• (2000-01) Gupta, Zabusky, Gulak and Kotelnikov have developed a methodology for examining convergence of codes, particularly contact layer evolution (steepening or spreading). They performed a validation study of PPM and found unusual asymmetric spreading, which could prove trroublesome in reacceleration and reshock configurations.
• ( . This code will be integrated with the AMR feature extraction code to demonstrate a computational steering environment that relies on reduced-data-visualization to achieve comprehension and interactivity.
Research Accomplishments

Distributed Processing
We have completed a distributed (parallel) version of the feature extraction process so that massive datasets (>256 ) can be tracked without running into the usual bottleneck of the dataset being too large too fit onto a single processor. The code runs on both structured and unstructured datasets and outputs directly into the feature tracking code to correlate the features from different timesteps. An overview of the distributed code is shown in Figure 1 . Two different implementation of the algorithm were developed. In the first, each processor extracts their own features and then a binary swap algorithm takes over to merge neighboring features. Because features can potentially span over all of the processor, an O(nlogn) communication-laden algorithm results. The second algorithm is called a "Partial Merge Strategy". In this algorithm, after each processor does its own feature extraction, only neighboring regions compute the merge (i.e., using ghosted boundaries). This partial connectivity is then sent along with the resulting features (or boundary triangles) to the visualization server. The visualization server computes the global merge. That information can then be transmitted a visualization program (either within AVS or the VTK interface, see below) for feature tracking and rendering. The code is now being written using GRaCE for AMR simulations (http://www.caip.rutgers.edu/~parashar).
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User Interface
We have redesigned the interface to the feature extraction and tracking program to accommodate distributed processing. There are two new interfaces, one based upon AVS and the other on Vtk. An overview of the feature tracking environment is shown in Figure 2 . •o . *fc iv*
The original feature extraction and tracking program and visualization thereof was written within AVS 5. We have now decoupled the interface into three separate components: Feature extraction (with its own interface), Feature Tracking and Visualization. A new interface was written within Vtk (which is shown in Figure 3 ). This new interface can be used by a distributed simulation+tracking program to view the reduced data results. The Vtk feature visualizer is tailored to tracking and allows the user to select features, view their time histories, and define quantifications (e.g. mass).
Skeletons
We have made improvements in characterizing the extracted domain using skeletons. The skeletons are connected thin versions of a feature which capture the essential shape of the object (centerlines). They are computed in the volume domain (unlike other geometric algorithms) and therefore do not suffer from roundoff error. Our algorithm is robust and semi-reversible and has many other applications such as shape matching, shape registration, reduced modeling and volume animation. We are currently working with oceanographers to use the centerline to model hydrothermal plumes.
Accelerated Inhomogenous Flows
In the area of AIF we are particularly interested in the Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Our major geometries for simulation are inclined curtain and axisymetric bubble. To direct our researches toward 3D, high-resolution, physically complex and numerically intensive problems, we integrated the dynamic AMR engine GrACE with the high-order-of-accuracy numerical computation scheme (Piecewise Parobolic Method). We have run simulations with different levels of refinement and on different numbers of processors. The results so far show good correspondence with our previous results using a sequential, uniform grid scheme. We have improved our computational time and hope to be producing large 3D datasets by the end of the summer.
